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Abstract: To efficiently handle the projected growth in air traffic, operational concepts such as 
“corridors-in-the-sky” have been developed in future Air Traffic Management (ATM) plans. Corridors-
in-the-sky are defined as reserved airspace where aircraft move in a common direction along parallel 
lanes on high flight levels. The on and off ramps play an important role in connecting this airspace 
structure to the jet route. This paper addresses the scheduling problem for flight sequences entering 
the corridors-in-the-sky via the on-ramp. To satisfy the requirements of various stakeholders, this paper 
proposes time-based and cost-based aircraft scheduling optimization models for the on-ramp of the 
corridors-in-the-sky. An improved Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is also developed to 
solve a case study of the air route B215 in the Beijing control area. Computational results indicate that 
the optimized models have advantages in reducing the delay time and cost for both single aircraft and 
flight sequences, compared with the First-come, First-served (FCFS) approach. 
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1. Introduction  

The Aviation Industry Corporation of China has predicted a significant increase in air transport 
demand, with projected Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK) set to reach 3.3 trillion passenger 
kilometers by 2039. This represents a substantial 175% increase from 2019 levels, with an annual 
growth rate of 5.3% [1]. However, this growth will place immense pressure on the Air Traffic 
Management (ATM) system, which may struggle to meet the demand-capacity imbalance, resulting in 
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safety and congestion issues. To address these challenges, there is a pressing need to enhance the 
performance of the ATM system, particularly in the areas of airspace capacity and efficiency, such as 
the Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) and Area Control Center (ACC) [2]. Despite efforts to 
optimize the route network structure, en route traffic congestion in the ACC remains a significant 
challenge, with aircraft still limited to flying routes defined by ground-based navigation aids, resulting 
in inflexible and suboptimal use of available airspace [3]. In recent academic literature, optimizing the 
route network structure has become a crucial issue. In addition, advances in Communication 
Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) technologies, such as Airborne Separation Assurance System 
(ASAS), Automated Dependent Surveillance Broadcasting (ADS-B), and Cockpit Display of Traffic 
Information (CDTI), have revolutionized operating conditions for Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) and 
enabled pilots to self-separate, providing greater flexibility for airspace designers to implement new 
airspace classes capable of accommodating substantially higher traffic volumes than current airspace 
structures [4]. 

To ensure safe and efficient operation in airspace, Corridors-in-the-Sky, also known as Tubes, 
have been proposed to accommodate increasing and fluctuating traffic volumes, with designs based on 
traffic demand. The concept of Corridors-in-the-Sky originated from the Dynamic Airspace Super 
Sector (DASS) proposed by George Mason University in 2003. The DASS system is defined as a 
structured network of elongated sectors, which can be imagined as thin ribbons of airspace, stretching 
over the United States and connecting major airports [5]. Since then, several other concepts, such as 
the Dynamic Multi-Track Airway (DMA), Worm, Flow Corridor, and Bubble, have been proposed to 
increase airspace capacity and efficiency. The DMA concept proposes a network of high-altitude 
airways constructed of multiple, closely spaced, parallel tracks to increase en-route capacity. Similarly, 
the Worm is a concept composed of a sequence of flights moving in trail, also described as a train or 
follow-the-leader concept [6]. The Flow Corridor is developed as a new type of flexible tube-shaped 
airspace to better accommodate high levels of traffic for future air transportation systems, with 
characteristics such as multiple lanes of traffic, self-separated aircraft flying within the lanes, and 
dynamic deployment [7]. Additionally, the Bubble is proposed as a reserved airspace surrounding an 
aircraft as it moves, to increase the flexibility of airspace [8]. 

Regardless of the design concepts, corridors-in-the-sky are regions of airspace that typically 
consist of long and narrow pathways connecting high-demand airports and cities, in which aircraft 
move in a common direction or trajectory along parallel lanes. This design is expected to increase both 
the efficiency and throughput of air traffic while maintaining operational safety. Corridors-in-the-sky 
allow for effective handling of mixed air traffic, where some aircraft are capable of self-separation and 
others are not [9]. Figure 1 shows the main characteristics of corridors-in-the-sky [4]: 
 Multiple horizontally parallel lanes of traffic are allowed. 
 Vertically, aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky follow Reduced Vertical Separation Minima 

(RVSM) or other requirements to fulfill safety requirements. 
 Advanced CNS technology allows for changes in methods of separation, such as self-

separation, which potentially reduces separation standards within the corridor, or enables 
flying in formation. 

 Dynamic activation rules allow for the addition or removal of corridor structures as needed 
throughout the day. While corridors do not have to be restricted to high altitudes, they are 
most naturally suited for high-altitude airspace. 
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Figure 1. Corridors-in-the-sky with horizontally parallel lanes and different flight levels. 

To ensure operational efficiency, corridors-in-the-sky are typically designed as relatively closed 
airspaces, with ramps connecting them to jet routes. Aircraft enter or exit the corridors-in-the-sky via 
on-ramps or off-ramps. The basic structure of corridors-in-the-sky is displayed in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Corridors-in-the-sky with on-ramp and off-ramp. 

The practical use of corridors-in-the-sky presents many challenges that need to be addressed. 
Although the preliminary concepts and geometry of corridors-in-the-sky have been extensively studied, 
existing research often overlooks the operational challenges of the ramps. In this study, our primary 
objective is to present two aircraft scheduling optimization models for the on-ramp of corridors-in-the-
sky. Our goal is to reduce delay costs and improve the airspace capacity. We make the following 
contributions: (i) the development of an aircraft scheduling model for the on-ramp of corridors-in-the-
sky that minimizes the total delayed time of the flight sequence, (ii) the development of an aircraft 
scheduling model for the on-ramp of corridors-in-the-sky that minimizes the delayed economic cost 
of the flight sequence based on different types of aircraft, and (iii) the development of an improved 
particle swarm optimization algorithm to increase resolution efficiency. To validate our proposed 
approaches, we conduct a case study and compare the results of our two models with a scheduling 
solution based on the First-come, First-served (FCFS) strategy. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses previous related work and 
describes the contributions of our research. Sections 3 and 4 presents our two proposed models as well 
as the solution approaches, while Section 5 describes the results of the application of these models. 
Finally, Section 6 summarizes our research conclusions and provides directions for future research. 
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2. Literature review 

The literature pertinent to our work primarily focuses on two aspects. Firstly, the focus of our 
study is the concept of corridors-in-the-sky, which is a new and innovative airspace management 
concept. Secondly, our problem is primarily an Aircraft Sequencing and Scheduling Problem (ASSP). 

In order to address the increasing demands of air traffic, the concept of corridors-in-the-sky has 
been investigated as a promising approach to decreasing airspace complexity, enhancing capacity, and 
mitigating delays. Since the introduction of this concept, numerous studies have been conducted to 
design and evaluate corridors or corridor networks. Researchers from both domestic and international 
settings have predominantly focused on the operational concepts, structural design, and operational 
benefits of corridors-in-the-sky. 

Regarding the operational concepts of the corridors-in-the-sky, R. Hoffman et al. have made 
significant contributions by developing and enhancing the current understanding of tube design options 
and their tradeoffs. They have created a comprehensive list of design issues and some potential 
alternatives, such as changing lanes/altitude, entering/exiting flow corridors at various points, and 
crossing of two flow corridors, etc. Furthermore, they conducted some preliminary analysis to gain 
insights into design issues and principles, and to estimate the capacity-enhancing effects of corridors-
in-the-sky for the airspace [10]. Additionally, H. Horst proposed a dual airspace concept to split air 
traffic in dense traffic areas based on ATCO issues. The resulting airspace consists of a district airspace 
(similar to the current airspace) and a new Freeway airspace. The Freeways are independent, isolated 
airspace at high altitude with special rules. There are two proposed Freeways for Europe which follow 
the main traffic flows in the region and they will absorb significant portions of Core-Europe’s 
intercontinental traffic and some of Europe’s long-haul domestic traffic [11]. 

Structural design of corridors-in-the-sky has been approached through numerical modeling 
methodologies. A. Yousefi et al. proposed a flow-based modeling approach that uses a set of user-
preferred, wind optimal, and unconstrained 4D trajectories (4DT) to allocate corridors-in-the-sky. The 
authors optimized corridors’ coordinates dynamically based on changes in preferred trajectories, 
resulting in a NAS-wide corridor network that mimics the dynamics of user-preferred trajectories [4]. 
J. Chen presented the Flow Corridor-based Traffic Management Initiative (FC-TMI), which forms and 
dissolves flow corridors based on demand, traffic patterns, dynamic weather, and the need to resolve 
demand-capacity imbalances. The FC-TMI provides structure only when necessary without 
unnecessarily constraining traffic. It was found that FC-TMI reduced delays (~5–13%) while using a 
small number of flow corridors (15–27), with only ~300–600 aircraft in the flow corridors [3]. B. 
Sridhar et al. initiated the concept of a tube network connecting local regions around major airports in 
the U.S. The authors determined the impacted traffic by a simple tube network via simulation, 
revealing that connecting local regions captured 82% of flights while connecting only the top 25 
airports captured only 17%. The authors concluded that tubes should interconnect airports in clusters 
seeded by major airports instead of interconnecting just the major airports [12]. C. Han et al. proposed 
a new tube design methodology that considered flight trajectory clustering to build a tube airspace in 
China. The authors used the MAKLINK graph and Genetic Algorithm to find conflict-free tube center 
lines to avoid special use airspace. The results showed that ten tubes would accommodate more than 40% 
of the total flow and minimize the average extra distance. The authors concluded that building tubes 
upon airlines rather than major airports is important [13]. 

The benefits of implementing corridors-in-the-sky can be viewed from several operational 
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perspectives, including a reduction in flight delays, air traffic controller workload, and fuel 
consumption. N. Takeichi et al. conducted a study analyzing the average fuel consumption and flight 
time of different aircraft types, using actual flight data based on the optimum Flow Corridor allocation 
in Japan. They found that the introduction of Flow Corridors resulted in reduced flight time and fuel 
consumption, with a significant decrease in fuel consumption observed in both the cruise and descent 
trajectories [14]. M. Xue et al. developed a corridor traffic simulation tool to examine traffic flow 
within the corridor. They proposed various lane options and operational policies to investigate their 
impact on complexity, using the number of conflict resolutions as the measure of complexity. The 
study revealed that heavy traffic could be managed with low complexity under appropriate operational 
policies and lane options [15]. Y. Morooka et al. proposed a layered air corridor consisting of several 
fixed altitude and Mach number cruise trajectories. By analyzing a set of constrained optimum 
trajectories, they calculated the Direct Operational Costs (DOCs) of the layered air corridor and found 
that it could reduce both DOCs and conflicts compared to conventional operations. [9]. B. Ye et al. 
proposed an optimal design method to minimize the total flying cost within flow corridors while 
considering environmental impacts such as contrail and CO2 emissions. Results showed that the 
optimized seven flow corridors covered 4.03% of flight demand in China and reduced the total flying 
cost by 3.19% [16]. Y. Zhang et al. developed a hybrid methodology that combined Monte Carlo 
simulation and dynamic event trees to estimate the collision risk of the flow corridor concept-of-
operations. The study found that the collision risk was around 10–9 collisions per flight hour. The 
overall risk assessment captured the unique characteristics of the flow corridor concept, including self-
separation within the corridor, lane change maneuvers, speed adjustments, and the automated 
separation assurance system [17]. 

Due to the runway being a primary bottleneck in the airport system, there has been a broad range 
of studies on ASSP for runways. Dear proposed the use of Position Shifting Constraints (PSC) in 
combination with the FCFS policy to optimize the arrival schedule [18]. This idea has since been built 
upon by several researchers, with variations depending on the number of runways, operation modes of 
the runway, objective functions (minimizing flight tardiness, cost, or maximizing capacity), and 
solution algorithms (exact and heuristic approaches). R. Prakash et al. presented a data-splitting 
algorithm to solve the ASSP on a single runway optimally, under both segregated and mixed-mode 
operations, while considering several realistic constraints such as safety separation standards, wide 
time-windows, and constrained position shifting, with the objective of maximizing total throughput [19]. 
A. Lieder et al. proposed a new algorithm capable of creating optimal landing schedules on multiple 
independent runways for aircraft with positive target landing times and limited time windows. 
Numerical experiments showed that problems with up to 100 aircraft could be optimally solved within 
seconds [20]. K. K. H. Ng et al. proposed a constructive heuristic using the artificial bee colony 
algorithm to resolve the aircraft landing problem, considering speed control for airborne delay and 
holding patterns in the near terminal area. The computational results showed that the proposed 
algorithm could resolve the problem in a reasonable amount of time for practical usage [21]. 
Additionally, J. A. Bennell et al. conducted an extensive literature survey on the problem of ASSP [22]. 

In summary, while previous research has made progress in conceptualizing and assessing the 
impact of corridors-in-the-sky, specific operational details, such as on/off ramp aircraft scheduling, 
remain understudied. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies on air traffic management scenarios in the 
terminal maneuvering area and en route, and many proposed models fail to address the needs of all 
stakeholders. To address these gaps, this paper proposes two aircraft scheduling models for on-ramp 
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corridors-in-the-sky that take into account the interests of all stakeholders involved. By doing so, this 
paper seeks to contribute to the development of practical solutions for implementing corridors-in-the-
sky and maximizing their benefits. 

3. Problem description and mathematical modelling 

3.1. Problem overview 

The process of using corridors-in-the-sky for aircraft involves several steps. First, the aircraft 
departs from the origin airport and heads directly to the conventional jet route. Then, it enters the 
corridors-in-the-sky through an on-ramp located at the boundary of the airspace and follows the 
designated route until it reaches the off-ramp. Finally, the aircraft exits the corridors-in-the-sky and 
returns to the jet route to land at the destination airport. 

However, when an aircraft on the jet route approaches the on-ramp, it must maintain a safe 
distance from other aircraft operating within the corridors-in-the-sky. In such cases, ATCO may 
instruct the aircraft at the on-ramp to conduct a holding procedure at a designated holding fix. This 
maneuver keeps the aircraft within a specified airspace while awaiting clearance, ensuring a safe and 
orderly flow of traffic. 

The holding procedure involves flying over the holding fix and then turning to fly outbound for 
a specified period of time. After completing the outbound leg, the aircraft turns onto the inbound track 
and intercepts the inbound track to return to the holding fix at the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky. 
Figure 3 illustrates the holding procedure, with the black line representing the runway-shaped holding 
pattern and the red point A indicating the holding fix at the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky. 

 

Figure 3. Holding procedure at the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky. 

In situations where multiple aircraft enter the corridors-in-the-sky simultaneously, ATCO may 
assign different holding altitudes to ensure vertical separation between the planes. Additionally, ATCO 
may instruct aircraft to conduct one or more holding procedures until they are cleared to join the 
corridors-in-the-sky. 

To optimize the sequencing of on-ramp flights and reduce delays, this study proposes two models. 
The first model aims to minimize the total delayed time, while the second model focuses on minimizing 
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the total economic cost of the delay. 

3.2. Given data 

The scheduling problem addressed in this paper involves static/off-line data, where all 
information related to the aircraft on the jet route preparing to join the corridors-in-the-sky and the 
aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky is known in advance. Specifically, we assume that a certain number 
of aircraft  are on the corridors-in-the-sky passing by the on-ramp during the time period , 
and a certain number of aircraft  are on the jet route preparing to join the corridors-in-the-sky via 
the on-ramp. We use Set  to represent the time when the aircraft operating on 
the corridors-in-the-sky arrives at the on-ramp, and Set  to denote the 
time when the aircraft on the jet route arrives at the holding fix of the on-ramp. 

To optimize the scheduling of aircraft entering the corridors-in-the-sky via the on-ramp, we 
require certain information about the aircraft, such as their serial number, the transition time from the 
holding fix to the on-ramp, the required minimum safety time interval that the aircraft should maintain 
on the corridors-in-the-sky, the time for the aircraft to conduct a standard holding procedure, and the 
status bits of the aircraft used to confirm whether the aircraft is conducting a holding procedure or not. 

In addition to the aircraft-specific data, we also need operational data associated with the 
economic characteristics of the airline and passengers, such as the fuel consumption cost per minute 
for different types of aircraft, passengers’ average delay cost, the maximum passenger capacity of the 
aircraft, delay cost coefficient, flight occupancy rate, and other related information. By considering 
both the aircraft-specific and operational data, we aim to develop two aircraft scheduling optimization 
models that can minimize total delayed time and total economic cost of the delay, respectively. 

3.3. Optimization models 

3.3.1. Decision variables 

Table 1 shows the notation and decision variables in these two models. 

3.3.2. Constraints 

The constraints for aircraft scheduling in the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky problem can be 
expressed as follows: 

i l dx T t                                     (1) 

 1, 1, , ; 1, , ;ij ji i m j m i j                             (2) 

 , 1, , ; 1, , ;j i ij dx x t i m j m i j                           (3) 

,i ai g i wx T t k t i                                   (4) 

                                (5) 

Constraint (1) enforces a safety temporal interval between any aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky 

n [0, ]T
m

1 2[ , ,... ,..., ]
nlA T T T T

1 2[ , ,..., ,..., ,..., ]a a ai aj amB T T T T T

0 ,i ik K k  
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l   and those entering the corridors-in-the-sky from the jet route i  . Constraint (2) ensures the order 
precedence relationship between flights  and j on the jet route. Constraint (3) guarantees the time-
based separation requirements between two aircraft entering the corridors-in-the-sky from the jet route. 
Constraint (4) maintains the time required for an aircraft to enter the corridors-in-the-sky from the 
holding fix, which consists of both holding time and transition time. Lastly, constraint (5) specifies the 
minimum and maximum number of holding procedure rounds in integer values. 

Table 1. Notation and decision variables. 

Notations Explanation Unit 
 The number of aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky  / 
  The number of aircraft on the jet route / 

 
The time when the aircraft  on the corridors-in-the-sky arrives at 
the on-ramp 

/ 

 
The time when the aircraft  on the jet route arrives at the holding 
fix of the on-ramp 

/ 

 
The required minimum safety time interval which the aircraft should 
maintain on the corridors-in-the-sky 

Minute 

 The transition time of the aircraft from the holding fix to the on-ramp Minute 

 The time for aircraft to conduct a standard holding procedure Minute 

 The maximum number of standard holding procedures / 

 The economic loss of airlines caused by delay CNY 
 The fuel consumption cost per minute of flight  CNY/Minute

 The economic loss of passengers caused by delay CNY 
 The average delay cost per person of flight  CNY/Minute

 The maximum passenger capacity of flight  / 
 The delay cost coefficient of flight  / 

   The flight occupancy rate / 
Decision 
variables 

Explanation  

ix   Actual time of joining the corridors-in-the-sky of aircraft   

 
The cumulative number of completing standard holding procedures 
for aircraft  

 
 

ij   
1, if aircraft  is scheduled to join the corridors-in-the-sky before 

aircraft j   1, , ; 1, , ;i m j m i j     

0, otherwise  

 

3.3.3. Objective function of the time-based model 

For ATCOs and airspace managers, aircraft occupancy time, delay time, and airspace utilization 
are the key factors they consider when sequencing aircraft. To enable the flight sequence to join the 
corridors-in-the-sky as quickly as possible and minimize the total delayed time of the sequence, we 
propose a time-based optimization model. The time-based objective function is established as follows: 

i

n
m

lT l

aiT i

dt

gt

wt

K

1C

fueliC , i

2C

pasiC , i

ir i

iq i

i
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 1
1

min
m

i ai
i

Z x T


                                   (6) 

here, the objective function  represents the total delayed time of the aircraft sequence joining the 

corridors-in-the-sky, measured in minutes. 

3.3.4. Objective function of the cost -based model 

While ATCOs and airspace managers focus on aircraft occupancy time, delay time, and airspace 
utilization, airlines prioritize the economic losses incurred by themselves and their passengers during 
aircraft sequencing. To address these concerns and better align with the operational environment, we 
have developed a cost-based model for on-ramp flight sequencing. The model aims to minimize both the 
airlines’ Flight Operating Cost (FOC) and the economic loss suffered by passengers due to flight delays. 
By considering the interests of different stakeholders, this model provides a more balanced solution. 

3.3.4.1. Flight delay cost analysis 

Air transportation is a complex system that involves several stakeholders such as airlines, 
passengers, airports, and air traffic control facilities. In this paper, our focus is on the economic losses 
incurred by airlines and passengers due to flight delays, as they are the most significant indirect losses 
in air transportation. The indirect losses to airports and air traffic control facilities are challenging to 
estimate accurately and are therefore not included in this study. 

Table 2. FOC caused by delay for different category of aircraft.  

Wake turbulence category Symbol Maximum takeoff weight (ton) Operation cost (CNY/minute) 

Heavy H > 136 468 
Medium M 7-136 258 
Light L ≤ 7 24 

Flight delays can significantly increase the FOC of airlines, resulting in economic losses. The 
primary costs associated with airline operations during delays include fuel consumption, landing fees, 
meals, and baggage services. Among these costs, fuel consumption represents a significant proportion, 
and therefore, we only consider it when calculating the economic losses incurred by airlines due to 
delays. Moreover, the cost of fuel consumption is directly proportional to the category of the delayed 
aircraft, determined by its maximum certificated take-off mass or wake turbulence category, as defined 
by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) DOC 4444 ‘Air Traffic Management’. 
Specifically, the cost of an aircraft delay increases with its takeoff weight [24]. Table 2 in this paper 
presents the cost of airline delays due to on-ramp sequencing. 

The calculation of FOC due to fuel consumption for delayed aircraft is illustrated in this section 
using three examples: Category-H (CAT-H), Category-M (CAT-M), and Category-L (CAT-L) aircraft. 
For CAT-H aircraft, we take the A330-200 as an example. The average hourly fuel consumption for 
this type of aircraft is 4700 kg, and the average price of fuel is around 5700 CNY/ton. Therefore, the 
average FOC for a CAT-H aircraft can be calculated to be 468 CNY per minute. For CAT-M aircraft, 

1Z
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we consider the A320-200 as an example, with an FOC of 258 CNY per minute. Lastly, for CAT-L 
aircraft, we use the DHC-6 as an example, with an FOC of 24 CNY per minute. By calculating the 
FOC for different aircraft categories, we can estimate the economic losses of airlines caused by flight 
delays during on-ramp sequencing. 

Using these FOC values, we can calculate the economic losses incurred by airlines due to delayed 
on-ramp sequencing for the entire flight sequence, as follows: 

                                                                  (7) 

where  is the time during which the aircraft is held in a holding pattern due to delayed on-ramp 
sequencing. 

Air transportation is highly valued for its ability to provide timely travel, but flight delays can 
result in economic losses for passengers, which are measured in terms of increased travel time costs. 
The cost of travel time can vary depending on several factors, such as the type of travel mode and the 
purpose of travel. In this research article, we aim to examine the economic losses incurred by passengers 
due to flight delays from two perspectives: the type of flight and whether it is a connecting flight. 

To accomplish this goal, we will consider three types of flights: domestic scheduled flights, 
international scheduled flights, and chartered flights. According to a study [25], the average delay cost 
per passenger for domestic scheduled flights is around 1 CNY/minute, while for international 
scheduled flights and chartered flights, it is approximately 2 CNY/minute. 

Additionally, we will examine the impact of delay on connecting flights, which can cause a 
domino effect of delays. To account for this, we introduce a delay cost coefficient for connecting flights.  

Overall, the economic losses incurred by passengers due to delay are as follows:  

 2 ,1

m

i pas i i ii
C C rq t


                               (8) 

here,  represents the delay cost coefficient, with  for connecting flights and  for non-
connecting flights in this study.   represents the flight occupancy rate, which is typically set at 75% 
in practice [26]. 

3.3.4.2. Cost-based optimization model 

Based on the preceding discussion, an optimization model is presented to minimize the total 
delayed economic cost of flight sequences entering corridors-in-the-sky. The objective function of this 
cost-based model can be optimized using the following equation: 

  2 , ,1
min

m

i fuel i pas i i i aii
Z C C rq x T


                       (9)  

here, , ,i fuel i pas i iC C r q  represents the delay cost per minute of flight , and the objective function 
 refers to the total delayed cost of the aircraft sequence joining the corridors-in-the-sky in CNY. 

Equation (9) assumes that the delay cost of an aircraft due to the execution of holding procedures 
is linearly related to the delay time of the flight. Therefore, the priority of flights entering the on-
ramp can be determined to optimize the release order and minimize the total delay cost of the entire 
flight sequence. 

1 ,1

m

i fuel ii
C C t
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iq = 2iq = 1iq
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3.4. Assumptions 

Before formulating the two on-ramp flight sequencing optimization models, several assumptions 
were made. These assumptions include: 

 Outbound timing for holding procedures is based on the holding altitude and assumes a 
standard rate of turn of 3 degrees per second. It is assumed that the total time required to complete one 
holding procedure is   minutes, with the outbound timing set to one and a half minutes for 
aircraft above 4250 m (14,000 ft) [27]. 

 Aircraft will not be disrupted to perform other maneuvers before completing the entire holding 
procedure. 

 ATCO will assign different holding altitudes to maintain vertical separation when multiple 
aircraft are in the holding procedure, ensuring that the aircraft in the holding area do not interfere with 
each other. 

 After completing the holding procedure, it is assumed that aircraft will take   minutes 
to fly from the holding fix to the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky, with negligible differences in 
aircraft airspeed. 

 All aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky share the same flight level, meaning that they only 
need to maintain lateral separation. 

 The longitudinal separation of aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky is converted into a time 
interval of  minutes, based on the requirement of a distance interval of 10 km for jet routes. 

These assumptions provide the basis for the two on-ramp flight sequencing optimization models, 
which seek to improve the efficiency and safety of air traffic flow by optimizing the sequencing of 
aircraft entering the corridors-in-the-sky. 

4. Solution approach 

It is indeed true that metaheuristic algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated 
Annealing (SA), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), are commonly employed to solve static 
problems associated with aircraft scheduling. These algorithms are popular because they provide fast 
and satisfactory results. PSO, in particular, has gained significant popularity due to its simplicity, rapid 
convergence, and adaptability to complex problems. 

In practice, ATCOs frequently use the FCFS strategy in aircraft sequencing and scheduling. 
However, the FCFS scheme has a significant disadvantage in that a delay in a single aircraft can create 
a ripple effect, resulting in increased delays among the entire flight sequence. Therefore, this study 
proposes two optimization models that are compared with the FCFS strategy to demonstrate their 
advantages in reducing delays and improving overall efficiency in aircraft scheduling. The use of 
metaheuristic algorithms such as PSO is particularly beneficial in finding optimal solutions to these 
models quickly and effectively. 

4.1. Proposed improved PSO algorithm 

4.1.1. Basic theory of PSO algorithm 

The PSO algorithm, first developed by Kennedy and Eberhart, is a stochastic search algorithm 

5wt 

1gt

1dt 
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that simulates the foraging behavior of bird flocks [28]. In PSO, each optimization problem solution 
is represented by a “particle” that moves around in the search space. The particle’s position 
corresponds to the solution of the problem being solved, and its adaptation value is determined by the 
function being optimized. Each particle has a velocity that determines its direction and distance of travel. 

 

Figure 4. Flowchart of proposed PSO algorithm. 

At each iteration, particles update their positions and velocities based on two current extremes: 
their own best-known position (individual extremes ) and the swarm’s best-known position (global 
extremes ). This allows the particles to follow the current optimal particle in the solution space. 
The optimal solution searched by the particle itself is denoted by  , while  represents the 
optimal solution searched by the particle population. The velocity and position updating rules are 
expressed by Eqs (10)–(12) as follows: 

                 (10) 
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                                       (12) 

where  and  are the velocity and position of particle   in dimension  ,  and  are 
the learning parameters of the particle swarm, ()rand   is a random number uniformly distributed in 
the range  0 1， thus increasing the randomness for each part of the inheritance degree, and  is the 
inertia weight. 

Figure 4 shows the process flowchart of the basic PSO algorithm. 

4.1.2. Improved particle swarm optimization algorithm 

Although PSO has traditionally been used to solve continuous problems, it is now being 
increasingly applied to solve discrete problems as well. The basic idea of the discrete particle swarm 
optimization algorithm is to enable the continuous exchange of information between particles and the 
population, in order to facilitate the movement of the population towards a better location. However, 
optimization using the discrete particle swarm algorithm often results in premature convergence and 
suboptimal solutions, as particles can quickly fly towards the region of the best particles in the population. 

To address this issue, we propose an improved PSO algorithm that is specifically designed for 
solving discrete problems. The details of this algorithm are described below. 

4.1.2.1. Solution encoding and decoding 

PSO is known to be better suited for solving continuous problems. As a result, we approximate 
the rescheduled time ix  for aircraft  to join the corridors-in-the-sky as a continuous real number 
for operational purposes, followed by rounding operations to obtain discrete values. In PSO, each 
particle thi   is coded as  1 2, ,..., ...,i i i ij imX x x x x  1, , ; 1, ,i p j m    , where p  denotes the 
population size of PSO, and m  denotes the number of aircraft entering the corridors-in-the-sky on 
the jet route. These particles must satisfy the constraints defined by Eqs (4) and (5). 

Before solving the objective function value, we first need to decode iX . This process involves 
arranging 1 2, , ,i i imx x x  in ascending order as a new sequence (1) (2) ( ), , ,ib ib ib mx x x  to satisfy Eq (2), 
followed by applying the FCFS strategy to allocate the time of entry into the corridors-in-the-sky for 

(1) (2) ( ), , ,ib ib ib mx x x , satisfying Eqs (1) and (3). Finally, we substitute the decoded values of iX  back 
into Eqs (6) or (9) to obtain the objective function value. With this encoding and decoding process, 
PSO is capable of solving the two mixed-integer programming models proposed in this paper. 

4.1.2.2. Initialization of particles  

The efficiency of the discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm heavily depends on the size 
of the particle swarm. If the population size is too small, the diversity of the population decreases, 
making it easy to fall into local optimization. To address this issue, we conducted several experiments 
to determine the optimal size of the particle swarm for the aircraft scheduling optimization for on-ramp 
of the corridors-in-the-sky. Our findings reveal that a particle swarm size of 20 meets the required 
efficiency for the optimization process. 
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4.1.2.3. SA based local optimization search 

The improved discrete particle swarm algorithm incorporates the SA-based local search 
mechanism for better search ability in local space. Additionally, the K-OPT method is employed to 
hasten the convergence speed of solving combinatorial optimization problems. The following steps are 
taken in implementing the SA-based local search incorporating the K-OPT idea: 

 Determine the initial temperature 0T , termination temperature terT , initial solution 0S , chain 
length L , and cooling rate  . 

 Apply the K-OPT strategy to generate a new solution 1S . 
 Calculate the increment of 1S ,    1 0t f S f S   , where  if S  is the evaluation function. 
 Apply the Metropolis criterion to determine whether to assign the new solution or maintain 

the current solution. If 0t  , assign 1S  to the current solution; Otherwise, if  exp / ()T rand  , 

1S  is assigned to the current solution, otherwise the current solution remains unchanged. 
 If the termination conditions are satisfied, output the current solution as the optimal solution, 

otherwise, update the temperature and repeat the steps. 
By incorporating the SA-based local search mechanism with the K-OPT idea, the improved 

algorithm achieves better performance in comprehensively solving combinatorial optimization problems. 

4.1.2.4. Design of fitness function  

The fitness function is used to evaluate the position of particles in particle swarm optimization. 
By obtaining the evaluation function value of each particle, we can guide the particle swarm to fly 
towards the optimal solution. 

In the context of aircraft sequencing at the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky, the objective is to 
determine the order and entering time for each aircraft to minimize the total delayed time or delayed 
cost. To achieve this objective, two fitness functions are proposed: a time-based objective function and 
a cost-based objective function. 

For the time-based aircraft scheduling optimization model, the fitness function is formulated 
as follows: 

   1 1 2 1
, , ,

m

m i aii
f x x x x T


                           (13) 

The objective function is expressed as: 

  1min f X                                 (14) 

For the cost-based aircraft scheduling optimization model, the fitness function is defined as follow: 

    2 1 2 , ,1
, , ,

m

m i fuel i pas i i i aii
f x x x C C rq x T


                 (15) 

The objective function is denoted as: 

   2min f X                                 (16) 

Overall, the fitness functions play a critical role in guiding particle swarm optimization towards 
the optimal solution in aircraft sequencing problems. 
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4.2. FCFS 

The FCFS approach determines the precedence between aircraft that enter the corridors-in-the-
sky in sequence [29]. Therefore, the actual times at which aircraft enter the corridors-in-the-sky are 
obtained by applying constraints (1)–(4) directly. 

5. Case study and results 

5.1. Data selection 

As there are no implemented corridors-in-the-sky in China, a section of air route B215 from 
IDGIS to SUGDO in the Beijing control area was selected as an alternative route for this study. The 
route was divided into three sections: the jet route (blue) from waypoint NOMOV to APEXU, the on-
ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky (green) from waypoint APEXU to VAGBI, and the corridors-in-the-
sky (red) from waypoint IDGIS to SUGDO. Additionally, if there are more aircraft, they may need to 
conduct a holding procedure (yellow) before entering the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky, and the 
waypoint APEXU is considered a holding fix. For a better understanding, please refer to Figure 5 for 
a structural representation of the selected route in this case study. 

 

Figure 5. Air route structure selected in the case study. 

The actual flight data used in our models was sourced from the ATC automation system and 
consists of ATC radar data updated every four seconds over a period between 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 
A.M. on February 24th, 2019. The data was parsed and transcribed into a readable and manipulable 
txt format. Figure 6 provides an illustration of a sample data header and part of the trajectory data for 
one aircraft. The data header includes critical information such as the track number, aircraft call sign, 
and the number of recorded trajectory points. Each line of trajectory data represents the flight time, 
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longitude, latitude, altitude, airspeed, and magnetic heading of the aircraft from left to right. 

 

Figure 6. Historical trajectory data of the aircraft. 

Based on the actual flight data, we identified 24 aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky from waypoint 
IDGIS to SUGDO, and their passing times through the on-ramp point VAGBI are listed in Table 3. 
In addition, we found 12 aircraft on the jet route from waypoint NOMOV to APEXU, which were 
scheduled to join the corridors-in-the-sky. The relevant operational information discussed in 
Section 3.3.4 and estimated times of arrival for the aircraft on the jet route at the holding fix APEXU 
are given in Table 4. Furthermore, we assumed that the FCFS sequence serves as an initial order to 
join the corridors-in-the-sky. 

Table 3. Time when aircraft on the corridors-in-the-sky arrive at the on-ramp point VAGBI. 

S.N. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Time at the ramp 10:00 10:02 10:08 10:09 10:15 10:19 10:24 10:30 
S.N. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Time at the ramp 10:31 10:35 10:39 10:40 10:44 10:56 10:57 11:07 
S.N. 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Time at the ramp 11:18 11:19 11:20 11:23 11:26 11:30 11:34 11:40 

5.2. Model results and analysis 

The computational experiments were conducted on a Windows 10 machine equipped with an 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7820HQ CPU 2.90 GHz and 32 GB RAM processor, using MATLAB R2017a 
to code all the algorithms. The aim of this study is to explore the performance of the time-based 
optimization model and cost-based optimization model proposed in this paper, relative to FCFS, for 
the static aircraft scheduling problem on the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky. Key metrics, 
including delayed time for each aircraft, cumulative delayed time for the flight sequence, delayed cost 
for each aircraft, and cumulative delayed cost for the flight sequence, were calculated and compared 
in the case study. To ensure that the experiments reflected actual operations as closely as possible, we 
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not only used the actual data presented in Section 5.1 but also two sets of generated data that 
incorporated the characteristics and patterns of the actual data. By doing so, we were able to evaluate 
the superiority of the proposed model under realistic scenarios. 

Table 4. Operational information of aircraft scheduled to join the corridors-in-the-sky. 

S.N. Type 
Wake turbulence 
category 

Type of flight 
Maximum 
passenger 
capacity 

Estimated time 
when aircraft arrive 
at holding fix 

Connecting 
flight 

1 
B737-
700 

M 
Scheduled-
domestic 

130 10:01 Y 

2 
A330-
200 

H 
Scheduled-
domestic 

237 10:02 N 

3 
B757-
200 

H Chartered 200 10:12 N 

4 
A320-
200 

M 
Scheduled-
domestic 

179 10:14 Y 

5 
B747-
400 

H 
Scheduled-
domestic 

400 10:16 N 

6 
B747-
400 

H 
Scheduled-
international 

400 10:18 N 

7 
B767-
200 

H 
Scheduled-
international 

214 10:22 Y 

8 A319 M 
Scheduled-
domestic 

124 10:24 Y 

9 
A340-
200 

H 
Scheduled-
international 

375 10:32 N 

10 
B737-
200 

M 
Scheduled-
domestic 

128 10:43 Y 

11 
B737-
700 

M 
Scheduled-
domestic 

130 10:47 N 

12 
A310-
200 

H 
Scheduled-
domestic 

228 10:49 Y 

5.2.1. Results based on actual data 

The results shown in Figure 7 clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the two proposed 
optimization models and the FCFS approach in reducing delay time. Under the FCFS approach, the 
maximum delay time for one aircraft was 55 minutes, which led to a total delay time of 481 minutes 
for the entire flight sequence. On the other hand, both the time-based optimization model and the cost-
based optimization model achieved a much lower maximum delay time of 23 minutes and 29 minutes, 
respectively, for one aircraft. As a result, the total delay time for the entire flight sequence was reduced 
to only 60 minutes for both optimization models, indicating a significant improvement in performance 
compared to the FCFS approach. Furthermore, the two proposed optimization models showed similar 
performance in reducing delay time. 

In Figure 8, the delay costs of each aircraft and flight sequence are illustrated, and once again, the 
superiority of the optimization models over the FCFS approach is evident. Specifically, the FCFS 
approach resulted in a maximum delayed cost of 783 CNY for one aircraft, leading to a total delayed 
cost of 5825 CNY for the entire flight sequence. In contrast, both the time-based optimization model 
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and the cost-based optimization model achieved significantly lower delayed costs, with a maximum 
delayed cost of 425 CNY and 371 CNY for one aircraft, respectively. As a result, the total delayed cost 
for the entire flight sequence was substantially reduced to 837 CNY and 735 CNY for the two models, 
respectively. These results further highlight the significant reduction in delay costs achieved using the 
optimization models compared to the FCFS approach, with the cost-based optimization model showing 
a slight advantage over the time-based optimization model in terms of the total cost of the flight sequence. 

           

(a) Delayed time for single aircraft         (b) Cumulative delayed time for flight sequence 

Figure 7. Comparison of delayed time with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model. 

       

(a) Delayed cost for single aircraft      (b) Cumulative delayed cost for flight sequence 

Figure 8. Comparison of delayed cost with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model. 

5.2.2. Results based on generated data 

To further validate the feasibility and superiority of the optimization models, two sets of data were 
generated by mimicking the actual operational data of the Beijing control area.  

In the first set of data, the number of aircraft from the jet route was twice that of the aircraft on 
the corridors-in-the-sky, leading to 24 aircraft on the jet route joining the corridors-in-the-sky where 12 
aircraft were flying in two hours. The results presented in Figures 9 and 10 show that the optimization 
models still outperformed the FCFS approach, although the difference was not as obvious as in the 
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previous scenario. Compared to the previous case, the maximum delayed time and cost for one aircraft, 
and the total delayed time and cost for the flight sequence were greatly reduced due to the change in 
the percentage of aircraft on the jet route and the corridors-in-the-sky. For the FCFS strategy, the time-
based optimization model and the cost-based optimization model had runtimes of 0.7 seconds, 460 
seconds, and 486 seconds, respectively. 

   

(a) Delayed time for single aircraft         (b) Cumulative Delayed time for flight Sequence 

Figure 9. Comparison of delayed time with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model (I). 

 

(a) Delayed cost for single aircraft         (b) Cumulative Delayed cost for flight Sequence 

Figure 10. Comparison of delayed cost with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model (I). 

In the second set of data, the number of aircraft on the jet route and the corridors-in-the-sky were 
doubled compared to the original scenario. This led to 24 aircraft on the jet route joining the corridors-
in-the-sky where 48 aircraft were flying in four hours. The results associated with this set of data are 
presented in Figures 11 and 12. It is apparent that, for a particular flight, the time-based and cost-based 
optimization models did not demonstrate significant advantages and were even worse than the FCFS 
strategy. However, for the entire flight sequence, these two models still performed far better than 
FCFS in terms of delay time and cost. Furthermore, for the FCFS strategy, the time-based optimization 
model and the cost-based optimization model had runtimes of 0.7 seconds, 514 seconds, and 569 
seconds, respectively. 
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(a) Delayed time for single aircraft         (b) Cumulative delayed time for flight sequence 

Figure 11. Comparison of delayed time with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model (II). 

     

(a) Delayed cost for single aircraft         (b) Cumulative delayed cost for flight sequence 

Figure 12. Comparison of delayed cost with FCFS, cost-based model and time-based model (II). 

6. Conclusions 

In recent years, the concept of “corridors-in-the-sky” has gained popularity among scholars as 
a solution to the problem of airspace resource scarcity. This innovative air route structure has several 
advantages, including ensuring safe and efficient aircraft operation, improving airspace utilization, 
and increasing air traffic density. The ability of an aircraft to join the corridors-in-the-sky through 
the on-ramp in a reasonable and smooth manner is crucial in determining the extent of these 
advantages. Therefore, studying aircraft scheduling for the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-sky is 
particularly important. 

In this paper, we propose two aircraft scheduling models for the on-ramp of the corridors-in-the-
sky with the objective of minimizing the delay time and delay cost of the flight sequence. Considering 
the safety separation requirement in reality, the priority of the aircraft to join the corridors-in-the-sky 
is determined based on a comparison of the operational cost of different categories of aircraft on both 
the corridors-in-the-sky and the jet route. Our case study demonstrates that the applied optimization 
models outperform the FCFS strategy in dealing with aircraft scheduling problem scenarios. The 
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results show that this method can significantly reduce the cumulative delay cost of a single aircraft as 
well as the flight sequence, maximize the advantages of the corridors-in-the-sky, and ensure the 
operational efficiency of airlines. However, compared with FCFS, the main limitation of the 
optimization models proposed in this paper is their longer running time, which only allows for solving 
offline problems of flight sequencing. 

Regarding the possibility of implementing these models in real-world operation, several 
adaptations would be necessary. For example, the models would need to be integrated with existing air 
traffic management systems and validated through rigorous testing and evaluation. Additionally, the 
location and number of on-ramp and off-ramp points, as well as the connections between different 
corridors-in-the-sky, would need to be carefully considered to ensure optimal efficiency and safety. 
Furthermore, the investigation of the impact of safety risk on sequencing optimization when the aircraft 
merge from the ramp into the corridors-in-the-sky should be further investigated. This analysis would 
provide valuable insights into improving the safety and efficiency of the on-ramp of the corridors-in-
the-sky. 

Overall, our research highlights the potential benefits of using corridors-in-the-sky and provides 
a foundation for future studies to build upon. As air traffic continues to grow, the development and 
implementation of innovative solutions like the corridors-in-the-sky will be crucial for ensuring safe 
and efficient air travel. 
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